Digital Policing NOW!
Real-Time Cross Border Data Sharing, Crime Analytics,
Predictive Analysis, Time Sensitive CCTV Investigation,
Facial Recognition & Proximity Communications

____________________________________________________________________

Perpetual Flow of Crime Data, Right into the Palm of Your Hand…
Information and the ability to share crime data is not something we can do without, but
you are, and always have been, unless you spent hours fishing for information!
City Law Enforcement, County Sheriffs, London Boroughs and then even on a National
and Global level, you are totally in the dark and missing the opportunity to catch
criminals and close cases in a real-time data exchange via Smartphones, Tablets,
Laptops and Desktop Devices.

WHY HAS THIS BEEN SO MUCH OF PROBLEM UNTIL NOW?
Associated Crimes
Traffic
Stops/Warning
Assaults
Shoplifting
Murder

Stop & Frisk
Traffic Accidents
Gang
Incidents/Violence
Fraud
Domestic Abuse

Field Interrogation
Report
Drug Buys/Dealing
Terrorism
Arrests
Incarceration

This incident knowledge must be shared to make everyone increasing effective.
All have to have access to this real-time transference of secure information.
No, not by having to start a search when you can, but by being updated instantaneously
via text and/or email when incidents with ‘information similarity’ occur with additional
direct information, importantly with all officer’s written notes. Comparison of reported
information with simple words are algorithmically highlighted and trigger the sequence of
communications to all, no matter where you are.
When we say sharing information this includes leadership, from those Mayors who are
involved with policing, Police Commissioners, Chief Constables and the management that
oversee investigations. Centralized Investigative Control all in one file delivered to
individuals as there is an update. Detectives can still have their private files too, which is
necessary to avoid issues.
It is all about reporting and accessing more than general information. This leads to
important facts for all, from within the notes of all concerned. For example, just on the
word, stabbing, or a description of an individual involved across the 32 London Boroughs,
will make a remarkable difference! In America, neighboring cities and counties would be
on top of every similar incident as it happens, right in the palm of their hand.
Oh, affordable investment per officer usage and access.
Contact Us.
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